Abstract Drosophila's importance as a model organism made it an obvious choice to be among the first genomes sequenced, and the Release 1 sequence of the euchromatic portion of the genome was published in March 2000. This accomplishment demonstrated that a whole genome shotgun (WGS) strategy could produce a reliable metazoan genome sequence. Despite the attention to sequencing methods, the nucleotide sequence is just the starting point for genome-wide analyses; at a minimum, the genome sequence must be interpreted using expressed sequence tag (EST) and complementary DNA (cDNA) evidence and computational tools to identify genes and predict the structures of their RNA and protein products. The functions of these products and the manner in which their expression and activities are controlled must then be assessed-a much more challenging task with no clear endpoint that requires a wide variety of experimental and computational methods. We first review the current state of the Drosophila melanogaster genome sequence and its structural annotation and then briefly summarize some promising approaches that are being taken to achieve an initial functional annotation.
INTRODUCTION
As originally conceived, the role of model organisms in the Genome Project was to test methods of large-scale sequence determination and to develop high-throughput analyses of the resulting sequence data. This is an opportune time to assess the role the Drosophila Genome Project has played in meeting these goals and to review the current state of genomic analysis in this classic model organism. The euchromatic portion of the Drosophila genome now exceeds the community quality standards for finished sequence, although we are only in the early stages of determining the sequence and structure of the centric heterochromatin-a difficult task that has not been accomplished for any genome. With the aide of extensive expressed sequence tag (EST) and complementary DNA (cDNA) sequence data, we have a reasonably accurate estimate of the gene number and overall gene structure of most protein-coding genes in the genome. We are less certain of the extent of alternative splicing or the number and types of nonprotein-coding transcripts. Moreover, the surprising complexity of gene organization revealed by these early analyses makes it clear that the structural annotation of metazoan genomes will depend greatly on experimental data for some time. The goals of structural annotation can be clearly defined and a wealth of comparative sequence data is becoming available to facilitate this task. Functional annotation-determining the biological roles of encoded transcripts and proteins and how their expression and activities are regulated-is a more diverse, open-ended undertaking that will involve more members of the research community than the determination and annotation of the DNA sequence. Although much of this work will be done one or a few genes at a time, some can be accomplished by systematic, genomic-wide approaches.
GENOME SEQUENCE
The chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster are shown in Figure 1 . The 180-megabase (Mb) genome is roughly two-thirds euchromatic and one-third heterochromatic. The euchromatin contains about 98% of the protein-coding genes in the genome; the heterochromatin is largely composed of simple sequence repeats. This satellite DNA cannot be stably cloned, limiting analysis of the heterochromatin by standard genomic methods. For this reason we discuss the euchromatin and heterochromatin separately.
Euchromatin
Celera Genomics and the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) collaboratively performed a whole genome shotgun (WGS) assembly and generated a sequence of the euchromatin (1, 116) superseding a traditional P1-and bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-based sequencing effort that produced 29 Mb of sequence (approximately 25%) by the end of 1999. The first assembly (WGS1) used only plasmid and BAC-paired end sequences, and the second added BAC-and P1-based finished and draft sequences [see table 3 of (1) for details]. This joint assembly was submitted to GenBank as Release 1. This sequence contained many gaps and regions of low sequence quality.
In October 2000, Release 2 corrected errors in the order and orientation of small scaffolds present in Release 1 and filled a few hundred small sequence gaps. Celniker et al. (26) evaluated the quality of the Release 2 assembly by comparing it to the Release 3 high quality euchromatic sequence (see below), attributing any differences between them to sequence errors in the WGS assembly; the Release 2 sequence represents over 97.7% of the finished sequence. In autosomal regions of unique sequence, the error rate of Release 2 was one in 20,000 base pairs (bp). However, the error rate on the X chromosome was higher due to lower sequence coverage, and repetitive sequences in this assembly were only draft quality.
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Figure 1 Chromosome structure of Drosophila melanogaster. The sex chromosomes X and Y, the small chromosome 4, and the left and right arms of chromosomes 2 (2L, 2R) and 3 (3L, 3R) are shown [adapted from (64)]. The numbers given below the chromosomes correspond to their lengths in megabases (Mb). The euchromatic portions of the chromosome arms (white) correspond to the Release 3 euchromatic sequence described in Celniker et al. (26) . The lengths of the heterochromatic portions of the chromosome arms (gray) are estimated from measurements of mitotic chromosomes (170) . The length of the heterochromatin on the X chromosome is polymorphic among strains and can comprise from one third to one half the length of the mitotic chromosome. Cytogenetic experiments show that Release 3 euchromatic sequence extends into the centric heterochromatin by approximately 2.1 Mb (64). Seven physical map gaps (triangles) correspond to regions of tandem repeats that are either not clonable in BACs or cannot be assembled. In addition to the physical map gaps there are 37 sequence gaps (data not shown) (26).
In the two and a half years since the initial WGS sequence report, the two sequencing centers participating in the BDGP (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Drosophila Genome Sequencing Center and Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center) carried out a finishing process that closed gaps, improved sequence quality, and validated the assembly. This resulted in Release 3 of the genomic sequence (26). The process was a hybrid between the clone-by-clone and WGS approaches, taking advantage of the expertise and experience at each center. Sequence traces derived from the WGS and draft sequences of individual BACs were assembled into BAC-sized segments. These segments were brought to high quality by standard methods and then joined computationally to reconstruct each chromosome arm.
In Release 3, the 6 euchromatic chromosome arms are represented in 13 scaffolds comprising116.9 Mb. A scaffold is a set of contiguous sequence
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CELNIKER RUBIN contigs, ordered and oriented with respect to one another; within a scaffold, gaps between adjacent contigs are of known size and are spanned by clones (1). There are 37 sequence gaps, all of which lie in regions of repetitive DNA. The Release 3 sequence contains an estimated error rate of less than one error in 100,000 bp, and the overall assembly was verified by comparing it to a physical map of fingerprinted BAC clones. Hoskins et al. (64) used BAC-based fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis to correlate the genomic sequence with the cytogenetic map and found that the Release 3 euchromatic sequence extends into the centric heterochromatin on each chromosome arm.
Using improved WGS sequence assembly algorithms, two additional assemblies containing only the WGS plasmid and BAC paired end sequences used in WGS1 were generated in March 2001 (WGS2) and July 2002 (WGS3); 99% of the Drosophila euchromatin was assembled accurately in WGS3, with virtually no global errors and few local order and orientation errors (26). Except for a larger number of gaps, overall sequence quality in WGS3 approaches the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) standard for finished sequence, illustrating the potential of WGS assembly at high sequence coverage (12X).
Heterochromatin
Heterochromatin comprises about 30% of the fly genome, approximately 59 Mb in the female and 100 Mb in the male (1, 170). The centric region of every major chromosome is heterochromatic, as is most of chromosome 4 and all of the Y (Figure 1 ). The transition between heterochromatin and euchromatin is gradual; the density of transposable elements in the euchromatin increases continuously toward the centromeres (1, 72) (Figure 2 ). The heterochromatin contains satellite sequences, middle repetitive elements (e.g., transposons), and some singlecopy DNA. Satellite sequences comprise approximately two-thirds of the heterochromatin. Cytogenetic maps of the heterochromatin were made, and in situ hybridization was used to map the distribution of the different satellite DNAs (49, 50, 125, 126) . For example, more than 70% of the DNA in the centric heterochromatin of chromosome 2 is composed of five simple repeated sequences (102) . Satellite DNA is inefficiently recovered and unstable, even in small insert plasmid vectors (101, 160) , limiting the use of standard genomic methods to study the heterochromatin. The third of the heterochromatin not consisting of satellite DNA can be cloned in plasmid vectors; the WGS3 includes a 20.7-Mb draft-quality assembly of nonsatellite heterochromatin, measured as the part of the WGS3 that extends beyond, or otherwise does not align to, the Release 3 euchromatic sequence. The WGS3 heterochromatic sequence is represented in 2597 scaffolds, including portions of five scaffolds that extend into the Release 3 euchromatic sequences of the chromosome arms. The scaffolds range in length from 1 kilobase (kb) to 712 kb and include 1170 sequence gaps that account for 3.7 Mb (18%) of the 20.7-Mb sequence.
Figure 2
Distribution of protein-coding genes and transposable elements in the Drosophila melanogaster euchromatic genome. Each chromosome arm is represented by a black horizontal line with a circle indicating its centromere. The number of transposable elements (black) and protein-coding genes (gray) is shown for 100-kilobase (kb) windows along each chromosome arm. Although there is local variation, gene density is rather uniform along the chromosome arms, whereas transposable elements are highly enriched at the centromere-proximal regions of each arm. A scale in megabases (Mbs) is shown at the bottom of the figure.
EST AND cDNA RESOURCES
Over 260,000 Drosophila melanogaster ESTs have been sequenced from a number of developmental stages and tissues (Table 1) . Nearly all of these are 5 -ESTs from cDNA libraries constructed to maximize the percentage of full-length clones. ESTs provide valuable evidence for the existence of genes and their structures. The BDGP also used computational analysis of these ESTs to select a nonredundant set of putative full-length cDNAs for sequencing, the Drosophila Gene Collection (DGC). Initially, cDNAs were selected by choosing the 5 -most clone resulting from inter se clustering of ESTs (138) . Once the Release 1 annotated genomic sequence was available, cDNAs were selected by aligning ESTs to the genome sequence, followed by a comparison of the aligned ESTs to one another and the predicted gene models; this selection strategy more reliably identified full-length cDNA clones (155) . Full-length cDNAs provide the most accurate evidence available for determining the intron/exon structure of genes and for detecting alternative splicing. They also provide an essential resource for proteomics and functional analyses. cDNAs of more than 3,500 individual genes have been sequenced by members of the Drosophila research community; additionally, the BDGP generated high-quality full-insert sequences for an overlapping set of 8,921 clones in the DGC (154) . The annotated Release 3 genomic sequence allows a rigorous quality control assessment of these sequenced cDNAs. Comparison to the genomic sequence detected errors caused by reverse transcriptase, clones that do not contain a complete open reading frame (ORF), and other artifacts of library construction. Through this process, cDNA clones containing complete and accurate ORFs for 5,300 unique genes, representing 40% of all predicted Drosophila genes, were identified.
In the course of annotating the Release 3 genomic sequence, curators identified ESTs representing 2,013 new clones that were added to the cDNA sequencing pipeline. These include 309 clones chosen to replace previous clones containing truncated ORFs, 543 clones for genes that were not previously represented in the DGC, and 833 clones that represent alternative splice forms. Obtaining a sequenced cDNA for each major splice variant of each gene will require additional EST sequencing and directed library screening with probes designed from the annotated genomic sequence.
STRUCTURAL ANNOTATION
The objective of the initial annotations of the euchromatic portion of the genome was to obtain accurate gene structures, which are necessary to predict the Drosophila proteome. The Release 1 sequence was annotated largely during a two-week period in November 1999 as part of an "Annotation Jamboree," an unprecedented collaborative effort between bioinformatics experts and biologists from the private and public sector. This initial annotation reported 13,601 genes (1). Attempting to assess the accuracy of Release 1 annotations, Karlin et al. (73) compared conceptual translations to a dataset of 1,049 polypeptide sequences existing in SWISS-PROT prior to the 1999 publication of the annotated Release 1 sequence, identifying many apparent annotation errors. Misra et al. (108) reexamined these cases and concluded that most resulted from strain polymorphisms or sequence errors in the SWISS-PROT entries. Release 1 was an imperfect annotation based on an imperfect sequence, but it has been an invaluable tool both for the Drosophila research community and those interested in comparative genomics (85, 140, 164) .
Release 2 of the annotated sequence was generated in October 2000, but included only minor changes to the sequence and annotation. In contrast, Release 3 represents a major update of the sequence and its annotation. Keeping the annotation of the Drosophila genome up to date is a core responsibility of FlyBase (45), the community database. A dozen FlyBase curators carried out the Release 3 annotation effort (108) over a nine-month period. The curators used a comprehensive set of guidelines for integrating computational analyses, cDNA data, and protein alignments into updated annotations to enhance the consistency of the effort. Traceable evidence for each gene model was stored and is publicly accessible from FlyBase. Several new open source software tools were built to support this effort. Data relevant to each model were visualized and evaluated using Apollo (93), a sequence annotation editor. An integrated computational pipeline and database (115) were used to generate the required computational analyses and store the annotations and their supporting evidence. However, the most significant reasons for the improved quality of the Release 3 annotations are the availability of cDNA 96 CELNIKER RUBIN and EST sequences aligning to 78% of predicted genes and more time devoted to annotation.
Validation of Annotation Using Comparative Genomics
Gene structures can be validated and improved using comparative sequence analysis in the absence of full-length cDNA sequence. In a pilot study, Bergman et al. More distant organisms were also examined. The lineages of D. melanogaster and Anopheles gambiae diverged about 250 million years ago. Comparing the genomes and proteomes of these two diptera (13, 171) reveals that almost half of the genes in both genomes are orthologous, showing an average sequence identity of about 56%. This level of sequence identity is slightly lower than that observed between the orthologues of Fugu rubripes and Homo sapiens, which diverged about 450 million years ago, indicating that the two insects diverged much faster than the two vertebrates. Some conservation in gene order can be observed in the fly and mosquito genomes, but at a lower level than observed between vertebrate species. Analysis of aligned fly and mosquito sequences reveals that orthologous genes have retained only half of their intron/exon structure, indicating that intron gains or losses occurred at a rate of about one per gene per 125 million years.
Approximately 20% of the predicted Drosophila proteins do not show similarity to proteins encoded by the genomes of organisms from other phyla. Although the number of proteins in a public database such as TrEMBL increased exponentially in the time between the Release 1 and Release 3 annotation in 2000 and 2002, respectively, the increased size of the protein datasets resulted in only a 14% increase in the number of fly genes that produce proteins with similarity to other proteins. This does not include a comparison to the proteins of A. gambiae (63), the only other dipteran with a complete genome sequence, because Release 3 was frozen before the A. gambiae data was available. We expect many of the Drosophila proteins that now appear to be species specific will show sequence similarity to Anopheles proteins.
Gene Number
The number of genes reported in Release 3 (13,676) is essentially unchanged from the Release 2 annotation (see Table 2 ). However, revisions in the annotations result in changes to the sequence of 45% of predicted proteins in the genome and in structural changes to 85% of gene models. This is largely due to improved annotation of 3 and 5 untranslated regions (UTRs); 70% of genes now have annotated UTR sequences. The evidence supporting the individual gene models has also improved: 78% of the gene models are supported by EST or cDNA sequence and 82% are supported by Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLASTX or TBLASTX) homology (see Table 2 ). The increased EST coverage has revealed many additional cases of alternative splicing and 20% of the Release 3 genes have annotated alternative transcripts. Transposable elements and nonprotein-coding RNAs were systematically annotated for the first time in Release 3. After publishing the Release 1 sequence and annotations, two groups published analyses that suggested that the number of genes reported was significantly underestimated. Andrews et al. analyzed 3,000 testis-derived EST sequences (2). Two hundred failed to align using BLAST to any other ESTs or to Release 1 annotations. Andrews et al. speculated that these represented new genes, or at least unannotated exons. However, the Release 3 annotation contains only 38 genes that are supported solely by testis-specific ESTs; of those, only six were previously unannotated. Therefore, it seems likely that Andrews et al. identified unannotated exons, particularly 5 UTR exons, and not entire genes.
Gopal et al. undertook a computational analysis that identified plausible genes, regardless of other evidence, using the gene-finding program Genscan, and then translated these to identify protein motifs that might support the existence of those genes (56) . They reported 1,042 novel genes that were not included in the Release 2 annotation. The 781 genes that mapped to the euchromatin were compared to the Release 3 annotations. Most of these are now represented by annotations in Release 3; however, no corresponding annotations exist for the remaining 261 genes and some may be real genes that were missed in the Release 3 annotation.
Transposable Elements
Release 3 is the first sequence of the genome that accurately represents repetitive sequences; a careful analysis of the transposable element families became feasible. Kaminker et al. (72) identified more than 1,500 full or partial transposable elements, comprising nearly 4% of the euchromatin. These elements belong to more than 90 distinct families of transposable elements that vary in copy number from one to 146. Transposable elements are preferentially found in intragenic regions, often nested within other transposons.
Overlapping Gene Structures
One unanticipated finding from the reannotation of the euchromatic genome was the number of unusual overlapping gene structures. Figure 3 shows some examples.
Approximately 15% of annotated genes (2,054) involve the overlap of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) on opposite strands. Complementary sequences between distinct RNAs from overlapping genes on opposite strands were reported in eukaryotes and are implicated in regulating gene expression [for reviews see (79, 163) ]. For example, the complementary sequence shared between Dopa decarboxylase and CG10561 is involved in regulating levels of these transcripts (150) . The large number of identified overlaps raises the possibility that antisense interactions may be a common mechanism for regulating gene expression in Drosophila. Misra et al. also annotated more than 60 instances of overlapping genes on the same strand. In some cases, the 3 UTR of the upstream gene extends past the putative translation start of the downstream gene ( Figure 3A) .
Approximately 7.6% of Release 3 genes (1038) are included within the introns of other genes ( Figure 3B ). Of the 879 nested protein-coding genes, the majority (574) are transcribed from the opposite strand of the surrounding gene. Interleaved exons and introns ( Figure 3C ) of 26 gene pairs were identified. Transposable elements were found inserted into the introns of 431 genes.
Alternative Splicing
Dicistronic transcripts ( Figure 3D ) have been reported in Drosophila (3, 21, 58, 99, 117, 123, 144, 165) . Thirty-one dicistronic transcripts were documented in Release 3, 12 with only one cDNA as evidence. Genes were identified as dicistronic if they contained nonoverlapping coding regions within a single processed mRNA, coding sequences larger than 50 amino acids, and similarity to known proteins. Misra et al. identified 17 additional putative dicistronic genes for which the evidence was less complete. There is evidence supporting alternative monocistronic transcript(s) for the upstream, downstream, or both coding sequences for many predicted dicistronic genes (31/48). In some cases the dicistronic form may be less prevalent than the monocistronic forms; the dicistronic Adh + Adhr transcript is only 5% as abundant as Adh monocistronic transcripts (21). Translating the second coding sequence of a dicistronic transcript requires that translation initiation occur at an internal site. There are two proposed mechanisms for the initiation of internal translation: partial disassembly of the ribosome at the termination of translation of the first coding sequence followed by continued scanning by the 40 S ribosomal subunit (89) , and translation initiation using an internal ribosome entry site (124) .
Misra et al. annotated alternative splice forms for 2,729 Drosophila genes. The majority of alternatively spliced genes (65%) encode two or more protein products, indicating that alternative splicing generates considerable protein diversity in Drosophila. The other 35% differ only in their 5 UTRs. Alternative splicing can produce two or more distinct nonoverlapping protein products from a single pre-mRNA species; 12 such cases have been identified so far in Drosophila (for example, Vanaso and Spec) ( Figure 3E ). The mRNAs produced most commonly share 5 UTR sequences, but may also share 3 UTR sequences. (27, 143) . mod(mdg4) has been implicated in a range of processes including chromatin insulator functions (8) and apoptosis (61). Twentynine distinct transcripts, sharing 5 exons alternatively spliced to different 3 exons, are produced from this gene (38, 80) . Eight of these transcripts are generated by a trans-splicing ( Figure 3F ) mechanism, using 3 exons encoded on the opposite strand (38, 80, 108) .
Pseudogenes
The number of pseudogenes reported in Drosophila is substantially smaller than in C. elegans (39, 112) . Twelve previously identified pseudogenes and five new pseudogenes-four histones and one lectin (CR31541)-were annotated in Release 3. Of these 17 pseudogenes, 15 originated by recombination and contain intact introns, one (Mgstl-Psi) originated by retrotransposition and lacks introns, and one is too degenerate to classify definitively. No attempt was made to catalogue newly retrotransposed pseudogenes or to annotate the 117 pseudogenes identified by Echols et al. (39) for Release 3, but a list of putative pseudogenes is available at (52) . WormBase (157, 168) currently reports 392 pseudogenes in C. elegans. It is likely that a subset of the genes identified as protein-coding genes in Release 3 are actually pseudogenes.
RNA Editing
In evaluating the quality of the DGCr1 and DGCr2 cDNAs described above, Stapleton et al. (154) identified 30 genes whose translations do not match the Release 3 predicted proteins and that are consistent with RNA editing. RNA editing generates nucleotide diversity beyond that directly encoded by the genome. Adenosine deaminase (ADAR) targets double-stranded regions of nuclear-encoded RNAs and catalyzes the deamination of adenosine (A) to inosine (I) [reviewed in (7)]. Inosine mimics guanosine (G) in its base-pairing properties, and the translational machinery of the cell interprets I as G. In this way, an A-to-I conversion in the mRNA can alter the genetic information and, consequently, the protein structure. Null mutations in the single ADAR gene in Drosophila (dADAR) suggest that pre-mRNA editing modifies adult behavior by altering signaling components in the nervous system (103, 121) . Among the mRNAs edited in Drosophila are those encoded by cacophony (a calcium channel gene) (148) , paralytic (a sodium channel gene) (133) , and GluCla (a chloride channel gene) (145) , all of which contain multiple editing sites in their coding sequences. Additional cDNA or EST data is required to distinguish RNA editing from reverse transcriptase errors or strain polymorphisms in many putative additional cases of RNA editing (154) . Nevertheless, the combination of a highly accurate genomic sequence and extensive cDNA sequence resources, now available for Drosophila, should allow a comprehensive analysis of the extent of RNA editing as a regulatory mechanism.
Noncoding RNAs
Almost all gene prediction programs assume that genes encode proteins, and noncoding RNA (ncRNA) genes [reviewed in (95) ] have gone largely unnoticed even in the era of complete genomic sequences [reviewed in (40, 105) ]. Experimental evidence such as cDNAs must exist to identify ncRNA genes. Drosophila ncRNAs were discovered as part of the standard molecular characterization of transcripts produced by loci in the bithorax complex. Lewis (91) proposed that the complex contained a protein-coding gene for each genetic function he identified. Molecular analysis of the transcripts encoded by the bithoraxoid (bxd) gene showed that, although alternatively spliced and polyadenylated, none of the splice products encodes a protein. The functions of these transcripts and others that map to the bithorax complex remain obscure (33, 96, 141) .
Three spliced and polyadenylated ncRNAs (two nuclear and one cytoplasmic) (65) are transcribed from the 93D, or hsr-omega (heat-shock RNA-omega) locus of Drosophila, which is essential for viability in flies. These transcripts have been proposed to function in transport, transcript turnover, and in monitoring the translational machinery of the cell; they specifically affect the transcription and stability of the heat shock-induced hsp70 and alpha-beta transcripts [reviewed in (83) ]. The genomic structure of this locus is highly conserved in D. pseudoobscura and D. hydei, although the nucleotide sequence has diverged.
Studies of dosage compensation in Drosophila provide additional evidence for functional ncRNAs. The roX1 and roX2 RNAs are male-specific spliced ncRNAs produced by and associated with the dosage-compensated male X chromosome (106) . Functional ncRNAs were found in a wide range of organisms, including human, and a database of such ncRNAs was compiled (42, 43 ) that currently contains over 20 ncRNA families. Aligning spliced DGC cDNAs that do not contain a significant ORF to the genomic sequence revealed 27 new ncRNA genes. Some of these may be antisense genes; such genes have been reported in other organisms (146) ; others may encode very small peptides. Further experiments will verify the existence of these interesting genes and determine their function.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a large family of ncRNAs 21-22 nucleotides in length whose functions are unknown (81, 86, 87) . All 23 of the known Drosophila miRNAs (81) were annotated in Release 3. Targets of miRNAs are not well characterized, but several Drosophila miRNAs are perfectly complementary to several classes of sequence motifs that mediate negative posttranscriptional regulation (82) . In addition to miRNAs, eukaryotic cells contain a complex population of transfer RNAs (tRNAs), small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), and small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs). Two hundred and ninety tRNA, 28 snoRNA, and 28 snRNA genes were annotated in the Release 3 genome (see Table 2 ). snoRNAs function as ribonucleoproteins in preribosomal RNA processing reactions and also guide methylation and pseudouridylation of ribosomal RNA. snRNAs are confined to the nucleus, where many are involved in splicing or other RNA processing reactions [reviewed in (44) ].
Annotation of Heterochromatin
Hoskins et al. (64) annotated the 12 Mb of heterochromatin that assembled in sequence scaffolds larger than 40 kb in the WGS3 sequence. This analysis predicted six nonprotein-coding genes and 297 protein-coding genes, including 30 previously known heterochromatic genes. Many regions of similarity to known transposable elements were also identified. This initial annotation of WGS3 heterochromatic sequences substantially increases the number of predicted genes in heterochromatin. It also provides a new resource for functional studies of phenomena that differentiate heterochromatin from euchromatin, such as replication timing, chromatin structure, and transcriptional silencing or position effect variegation. Finally, the WGS3 may facilitate the characterization of cis-acting functional elements such as telomeres, chromosome pairing sites, and centromeres.
Previously characterized heterochromatic genes encode products involved in diverse cellular functions. Examples include light (post-Golgi protein trafficking), concertina (G-protein subunit), Nipped-B (morphogenesis), rolled (MAP kinase), poly ADP-ribose polymerase (chromatin structure), and bobbed (ribosomal RNA). These genes were localized to the cytogenetic map through genetic analysis of chromosomal rearrangements and by FISH (49, 66, 78) . The genomic structures of several of these genes were determined, and they differ significantly from those of euchromatic genes in that introns and regulatory regions contain clusters of transposable elements (both partial and complete), and some introns are hundreds of kilobases in length (12, 14, 37, 135, 162) .
Molecular identification of genes on the Y chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster is difficult because the entire chromosome is heterochromatic. Approximately 80% of Y chromosome DNA is composed of nine simple repeated sequences, including (AAGAC)n (8 Mb), (AAGAG)n (7 Mb), and (AATAT)n (6 Mb) (102) . In addition, the Y chromosome contains one of two ribosomal DNA loci (bobbed) and six genes essential for male fertility (kl-1, kl-2, kl-3, kl-5, ks-1, and ks-2) (22, 75); consistent with this specialization for male fertility, X/0 Drosophila males are sterile but otherwise completely normal (19). The kl-2, kl-3 and kl-5 fertility factors all encode dynein-heavy chains (25, 51). Ten additional Ylinked genes were identified [reviewed in (24)] and there will likely be more found.
FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION
The promise of genomics has been that knowing all genes in the genome will lead to an understanding of the organism's biology. Some current challenges in Drosophila biology can be addressed using genome-wide approaches, including the development and application of systematic methods to characterize the thousands of genes of unknown function, detection and characterization of non-protein-coding transcripts, the description of gene expression patterns, and the detection of cis-acting DNA sequences that play important functional roles in chromosome structure, DNA replication, and control of gene activity.
Genetic Analysis
Drosophila has been the premier metazoan genetic system since Thomas Hunt Morgan began work on this fly in 1910 (110) . The genome is easily manipulated and the small number of chromosomes facilitates gene mapping. Balancer chromosomes (113) have been generated that allow recessive lethal mutations to be carried from one generation to the next without selection. Polytene chromosomes in the salivary glands, discovered in the 1930's, provided a physical map for gene mapping (20, 120) . Deficiency collections spanning the genome identify regions of haplo-insufficiency and regions containing genes necessary for viability (94) . More modern methods exploiting engineered chromosomes (139, 151) , including two-element misexpression systems such as UAS/Gal-4 (17), are used to generate gain-of-function phenotypes. Site-specific recombination can generate mitotic clones of entire chromosome arms (54, 169) or more precise localized rearrangements (88, 158) .
The most valuable mutations in defining gene function are generally those with loss-of-function phenotypes that result in lethality or a visible defect. Of the 13,676 Release 3 genes, approximately 15% have a molecularly defined mutation (45) . Nearly all these mutations were originally detected based on the phenotype they produced. However, fewer than one-third of Drosophila genes mutate to lethality or to an easily recognized visible phenotype (107) . For this reason, methods that rely on molecular, rather than phenotypic, detection of mutations must play a role in elucidating the function of remaining genes. A collection of mutants generated by such methods will facilitate more difficult phenotypic assays, such as those affecting behavior, learning, and memory, as well as the construction of appropriate double mutants to test hypotheses of genetic redundancy.
Morgan and his students identified the earliest viable loss-of-function mutants, which were spontaneous mutants [reviewed in (159) ]. Muller (114) pioneered the use of X-rays to induce double-strand breaks; these successfully generated large deletions and chromosomal rearrangements. The widespread use of chemical mutagens was introduced in the 1960s (92) . More recently, gene inactivation by transposable element insertion has played an increasingly important role. The current genome-wide gene disruption project (32, 152, 153) has identified 5,500 genes (40%) associated with molecularly defined P element insertions, but not all are known to disrupt gene function. The project's status can be found at Reference 130.
In addition to random mutagenic approaches used to generate null mutations in Drosophila, a number of targeted mutagenic approaches were recently developed, including homologous recombination (136, 137) , targeted deletions (67), and chromosomal cleavage (11). RNA interference (RNAi) (74) works exceptionally well in Drosophila cultured cells (30), and researchers are developing methods to generate targeted RNAi in transgenic animals engineered to express double-stranded RNA in specific cells or during specific developmental stages [see (53, 84) for examples]. These methods will be especially useful in trying to understand the distinct role(s) of alternatively spliced transcripts (28).
Gene Expression Patterns
Two large-scale methods were successfully used to determine gene expression patterns, RNA in situ hybridization (127) and DNA microarrays (23, 97, 100, 134) . The well-established approach of whole-mount RNA in situ hybridization determines precise spatial gene expression patterns (60, 70), and several groups have used it to examine gene expression in high-throughput fashion (77, 147, 161).
RNA in situ hybridization, despite its use of fixed tissues, provides an overview of developmental changes in gene expression patterns when a large number of differently staged specimens are examined. Tomancak et al. (161) examined 2,179 genes by in situ hybridization to fixed Drosophila embryos as a first step in cataloging a comprehensive set of gene expression patterns in Drosophila embryogenesis (129) . Nearly two thirds of the genes assayed display dynamic expression patterns that were documented by extensive digital photomicrography of individual embryos. The photomicrographs were annotated using controlled vocabularies to describe anatomical structures and then organized into a developmental hierarchy. Nearly all the annotated expression patterns are distinct. Additionally, Tomancak et al. found that the RNA transcripts of about 1% of genes show clear subcellular localization.
Microarray data have been used to determine wild-type gene expression profiles during development (4, 161, 167), in particular tissues such as testis (2), mesoderm (48), glial cells (41), and imaginal discs (76). Microarrays were also used to identify new gene members of developmental regulatory pathways. Stathopolous et al. (156) identified targets of the Dorsal regulatory pathway by determining gene expression profiles using Toll and pipe mutants. Microarrays also revealed gene expression patterns during aging (69), infection (16, 35, 36), starvation, and in conditions of elevated sugar consumption (172) . Similar methods identified 93 putative targets of the Drosophila orthodenticle gene that are also regulated by the human orthologue Otx2 when expressed in flies (109) .
Microarray profiles provide a quantitative overview of the relative changes in each gene's expression level over time, but suffer from several limitations. In multicellular organisms, cell differentiation results in tissue complexity that whole-animal microarray analysis cannot document. It is a formidable task to isolate mRNA from every tissue at different developmental stages, measure gene expression, and assign expression indices to recreate the entire developmental expression pattern. Moreover, the quantitative comparison of expression levels for a given gene, or among different genes, in multiple experiments is technically difficult (29, 142).
A major limitation of both whole mount in situ hybridization and microarray analysis is destruction of the animal under study. Methods that allow gene expression to be monitored in living organisms will be of enormous utility for several reasons: (a) They allow more dynamic views of gene expression; (b) they enable powerful genetic screens focused on particular structures or tissues, modeled on the classic screens that used cuticle preparations (118) or antibody staining (47); and (c) they enable sorting of cells that express a given gene for subsequent biochemical analyses, such as microarray analysis of gene expression. These objectives can be accomplished using transgenic Drosophila expressing gene fusions; such constructs are generated using either in vitro constructed promoter fusions (98) or in vivo gene trapping by insertional mutagenesis. Chia and colleagues (111) pioneered a protein trap approach in which full-length endogenous proteins are expressed as green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion proteins from their endogenous promoters. They generated several hundred independent lines and, in the case of known molecules, showed that the subcellular distribution of the chimera mimics that of the wild-type endogenous protein. Cooley and colleagues took this approach to identify genes important for oogenesis (31) using a high-throughput sorting strategy to screen embryos that express GFP.
Studies of gene expression have also revealed unexpected coregulation of neighboring genes. Spellman & Rubin (149) found that over 20% of the genes in the Drosophila genome fall into groups of 10-30 loosely clustered genes that show correlated expression across a wide range of experimental conditions. The data do not reveal the mechanism(s) responsible for the observed similarities in expression of adjacent genes, but the findings are most consistent with regulation at the level of chromatin structure based on the finding that the regions containing similarly expressed genes are quite large-125 kb, on average. Using EST data, Boutanaev et al. (15) found similar clustering of coexpressed, nonhomologous genes, in particular, among genes expressed in the testes.
Identification of Cis-Acting Sequences Controlling Gene Expression
Seventy-five percent of the euchromatic portion of the Drosophila genome does not encode exons; determining the function of these DNA sequences is a major challenge for the future. Significant progress has been made in identifying sequences that interact with the transcriptional machinery to ensure proper temporal and spatial gene expression. The basal promoter sequence determines the site of transcription initiation. Ohler et al. (119) identified transcription start site (TSS) candidates for close to 2,000 genes by aligning 5 ESTs from cap-trapped cDNA libraries to the genome. Stringent criteria were used to select the 5 EST clusters most likely to identify TSSs; a minimum of three ESTs and more than 30% of all 5 ESTs for a gene were required to end within an 11-bp window. Examining the sequences flanking these TSSs revealed the presence of well-known core promoter motifs such as the TATA box, the initiator, and the downstream promoter element (DPE) [reviewed in (5, 6)]. Ohler et al. also defined and assessed the distribution of several new motifs prevalent in core promoters, including a variant DPE motif. Among the prevalent motifs is the DNA-replication-related element (DRE), part of the recognition site for the TATA binding protein (TBP)-related factor (TRF2).
Other cis-regulatory elements that regulate transcription can be located up to 100-kb 5 or 3 of the transcription unit or within introns; regardless of their position, the transcription factors that bind to them interact with the basal promoter to regulate gene expression. Such enhancer, silencer, and insulator elements are functionally assayed by creating transgenic animals containing constructs carrying a regulatory region and a reporter gene. Over 5700 such constructs were made to test promoters of 167 genes and are described in 973 references (45) . The earliest studies include those of hsp70 (98) , chorion genes (34, 71), white (90) , and fushi tarazu (62). The cis-regulatory regions of the homeotic complex genes are the most extensively studied. This large set of experimental data will be invaluable in developing genome-wide computational approaches to identifying DNA sequences controlling gene expression. One promising approach takes advantage of the observation that enhancers often contain multiple transcription factor binding sites. Several recent computational approaches to identify enhancers based on searching for clusters of transcription factor binding sites have been reported (10, 59, 104, 122, 131, 132) .
Evolutionary sequence comparison has long been used to facilitate enhancer dissection experiments of individual genes in Drosophila, using species such as D. virilis that are so sufficiently diverged that unselected sequences are generally not conserved. In 1986, the cis-acting elements required for proper regulation of dopa decarboxylase (Ddc) were found to be conserved between D. virilis and D. melanogaster (18). More extensive analysis of the Rh3 and Rh4 opsin genes revealed a near-perfect correlation between short sequences that are conserved between these two species and those sequences that produce a phenotype when mutated by site-directed mutagenesis, demonstrating the predictive power of this approach (46) .
On a genome-wide scale, comparative sequence analysis will reduce the amount of noncoding sequence to be screened for cis-regulatory function. Draft sequence (6.5X) of the D. pseudoobscura genome is available (68), and a pilot study of the cis-regulatory regions of eight loci in five Drosophila species reveals that D. pseudoobscura is a suitable evolutionary distance for use in this type of analysis (9). Bergman et al.'s analysis (9) also showed that conserved noncoding sequences (CNCSs) are frequently found clustered with conserved spacing, and such clusters of CNCSs can predict enhancer sequences without prior knowledge of transcription factor binding sites. Moreover, conservation of microsynteny between genes and flanking intergenic regions throughout the frequent genome rearrangements that occurred since the separation of Drosophila species (55) can reveal the association of functional noncoding sequences with the appropriate flanking gene [for example, see (9)].
Comparative sequence analyses can be readily combined with approaches based on gene expression patterns to detect putative regulatory regions. Noncoding sequences conserved in the evolution of orthologous gene pairs in species such as D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura, which are also shared by groups of coexpressed genes in D. melanogaster, are likely to correspond to cis-regulatory modules. Such a combined approach, using human-mouse genome comparisons, successfully identified binding sites for three major muscle-specific transcription factors (166) . Similar approaches carried out on a genome-wide basis are now possible in Drosophila, making use of the D. pseudoobscura draft genome sequence and the extensive information available on gene expression patterns.
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